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PSYCHOLOGY AND THE "THIRD
DEGREE"

Professor Munsterberg in the October McClure's (V. xxix, p. 614) publishes another of
his suggestive articles on the relation of
modern psyc!:).ology to the ascertainment of
truth in courts of law. In previous articles
which appeared last spring in the Times
Magazine he called attention to modern
methods of testing the accuracy of memory
In this article he contends that the scientific
methods of studying the association of ideas
afford a means of eliciting information that
a person desires to conceal more effective than
the ordinary cross-examination by counsel and
far more humane than the " third degree " of
the metropolitan police. In some of his
previous writings he has shown how persons of
weak or defective intellect are frequently
driven into untrue confessions by psychological effects of the police methods of examination of which the police are entirely ignorant.
Weare all conscious of the repulsion caused
by the thought of the application of these
methods though most who have had to do
with detection of crime are convinced that
such methods are necessary and in the long
run not unfair to the criminal. We must
remember, however, the real criminal is usually
of abnormal mental development and peculiarly likely to be subject to subtle influences
with which police are unfamiliar. The
method which is here explained seems at
first too simple to be uniformly effective.
The examiner prepares a list of several
hundred words, most of them of commonplace significance, but some of them referring to incidents or scenes supposed to be
connected with the event concerning which it
is supposed that information is concealed.
The suspect is then told that these words will
be repeated for the purpose of ascertaining
what matters they call to his mind and he will
be required in reply to name as rapidly as
possible after each word put to him some other

word which occurs to his mind. He, the fore, understands the whole object of the p
cess and is put on his guard. If he has an thing to conceal he will naturally endea, _
when the dangerous words are pronounced
name in reply some word having no apparel::
connection with the information which he
knows is desired. If he has nothing to co ceal he will give no thought to the process b ~
will give his replies as they occur to him wi ,..
uniform rapidity. It is evident, however, thaif he gives thought to his answer the men process must be slightly longer than if e
answers without precaution. These differences in time may be very minute and no:
appreciable by the subject himself. The.
are said to occur with such uniformity, ho'\\"ever, as to afford a certain test for distinguishin.,
the words which cause embarrassment and by
means of delicately adjusted electrical apparatus the relative time for reply can be accurately gauged and recorded. In the course of clong examination, moreover, a real crimina:.
would inevitably find betraying thoughrushing upon him for expression and a worwould slip out which would cause him embarrassment and entirely disarrange the
rapidity of his answers. Long experience
with many instances has enabled the psychologist to deduce simple rules of detectio
from time variations which will put him upo
the track of the matters to which the perso
examined is sensitive, and by repetitions 0:
the words which are found effective a confession is frequently elicited. It was this
system of experiment among many others
which was tried by the author upon Orchard
during the trial of Haywood last summer concerning which exaggerated rumors appeared
in the press, and the article is especially
interesting as recording the effect of such an
examination upon so unusual a mental type
as this professional criminal.
Most of us will be disposed at first to doub
the possibility of uniformly accurate results
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from so simple a method and the author hinlself does not believe that his processes have
sufficiently developed to justify their official
use at present. He submits, however, that
the method he uses is correct, and that only
the certainty of frequent experiment is needed
to make the detections so accurate as to
warrant displacing our. present cruder system.
As we have previously called especial attention
to these striking articles we feel that the present
one deserves thoughtful consideration. We
hope to be able to publish hereafter some of the
further articles which, the author is preparing
upon other branches of his studies.
In the October Law Notes appears an article
by Mr. Charles C. Moore under the title" Yellow Psychology," which is a sarcastic criticism
of Prof. Munsterberg's article, to which the
learned professor very effectively replies in
the November issue. He regrets that if the
judges and lawyers have known so much more
about this subject than 'the experimental
psychologists they have not relieved him of
the labor of his exhaustive experiments.

